Prosper S10

Imprinting System

profit

from new opportunities

Extend your
capabilities—
and your
opportunities
for profit

Maximize the profit potential
of your offset equipment
With the Kodak Prosper S10 Imprinting System, which is built on
Kodak Stream Inkjet Technology, you can enter and thrive in the
hybrid digital printing market. This solution enables you to combine
the best of your web offset and web finishing equipment with highquality, high-speed variable capabilities. The result is an ability to
produce a range of new, personalized applications that add value for
your clients by enabling a more profitable business.

Get inline
The S10 Imprinting System offers offset class reliability, productivity,
cost of ownership, and image quality so you can easily integrate into
existing web press production processes.
Historically, adding personalized information to offset printed
documents was a time-, labor-, and cost-intensive process, with
the offset forms moving back and forth between an offset press
and third-party partners for imprinting. With the S10 Imprinting
System, personalization is added inline on your web offset press or
inline web finishing equipment, so you are better able to meet your
customers’ requirements for cost control and turnaround. By keeping
personalized printing on your printshop floor, you keep profits inhouse, while increasing customer satisfaction.

The Kodak Prosper S10 Imprinting System integrates into your
existing web offset press using the Kodak Versamark DC3800
Printhead Carriage.

40' (12.19 meter) umbilical
enables outstanding mounting
flexibility, allowing you to place
the S10 Imprinting System where
it works best for your press and
your workflow.

Print to profit

Quality counts

Using Kodak Stream Inkjet Technology, you create a world
of new opportunities for your business. By adding the S10
Imprinting System to your existing web offset press, you can
produce everything from direct mail solicitations and postcards,
to promotional offers, coupons, membership kits, and business
forms—all inline while protecting your existing web investment.
The net result is you have more applications to offer, keeping
jobs—and profits—in-house.

With a resolution of 600 x 600 dpi, along with exceptional
optical density and permanence, the S10 Imprinting System
produces image quality that is difficult to distinguish from
offset, with the added value of variability.

Driven with power and flexibility
The S10 Imprinting System is driven by a Kodak Versamark
CS410 System Controller that offers an easy-to-use graphical
user interface (GUI) for efficiency and provides a digital front
end for properly interpreting and rasterizing data.

Move at the speed of your business
Running up to 1,000 feet per minute (305 meters per minute)
with a host of automated maintenance features, easy-to-use
operator replaceable printheads, and exceptional durability means
you can turn jobs around as quickly and reliably as you always
have—only now, they’ll be more valuable for your customers
and more profitable for you.

Inks and substrates
Pigment-based inks, unlike dye-based inks, offer higher levels
of permanence, including scratch, fade, and water resistance
and rich, dark blacks on standard coated offset stocks.*

Grow to more coverage
At over 4.16” (10.6 cm), the S10 Imprinting System provides
exceptional scaleability. Factor in the ability to mechanically
stitch four printheads together and you can see that wideformat, single-pass, two-sided printing at unprecedented speed
is a reality.
Easy-to-use
operator
replaceable
jetting modules
give you the
control to
maximize your
uptime.

*Optimal print performance at top speed on glossy stocks
requires sufficient drying. Recommended drying setup:
two Adphos NIR120 inkjet drying systems or other equivalent.

Trust in Kodak
Kodak and you —

transforming the industry
together
As an innovator in imaging, color, and
printing technology, Kodak offers you
the broadest array of integrated graphic
communications solutions in the industry.
With premier printing solutions and
the expert resources of Kodak Service
& Support, Kodak helps you deliver
relevant, unique solutions for your clients
through market-leading technologies,
products, and services. The combination
of our deep portfolio and vast experience
is unparalleled, enabling you to be
faster, more efficient, more productive,
and better able to expand into—and
dominate—new, profitable markets.
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When it comes time to forging a strong alliance, your
choice should be low-risk and high reward. Look to an
industry-leading innovator that understands and
shares your business goals. Look to a trusted partner
with a heritage steeped in imaging science and rooted in
customer satisfaction. Look to a company that will help you
establish a new advantage in commercial print.
Look to Kodak.

To learn more about solutions from Kodak:
Visit graphics.kodak.com
Or in North America, call +1-866-563-2533.
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